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Essential Questions:  How can Somerset use one 

comprehensive report that tracks student 

progress toward the school mission and 

prioritizes targeted student interventions?   

 

Objectives: 

1. Introduce scorecard purpose 

2. Identify key indicators specific for 

Somerset 

3. Create metrics for school measures 

4. Summarize into a comprehensive report 

5. Use to target interventions 

TIME WHO WHAT WHY HOW 

2 min. JH/WH  Introductions Inform audience of who is presenting to them Entry 

1 min. Wendi 

 

Intro. to 

Scorecards 
 More demand for individualized student reporting 

 Somerset is doing many things – Bring it together.    

Direct 

3 min. John 

Wendi 

Banter What would you do to measure: Highlight school 

mission   Achievement, accountability, enrichment 

Give specific examples to prime the pump 

 

1 min. John Distribute 

notecards 

3-cards to participants. Write on the top of 3 separate 

cards achievement, accountability, and enrichment. 

 

3 min. Wendi  List metrics Write one SPECIFIC idea on each notecard on what 

they are already doing to document or track the items 

on each card: achievement, accountability, and enrichment. 

Individual 

3 min. Wendi Transition 

(same table 

same topic) 

Categorize notecards in the middle of the table 

Collect all the categorized notecards and make bigger 

groups (pending on the size of the overall meeting) 

 Redistribute notecards to bigger groups 
Each bigger group has all of one category of cards (indicator) 

 

5 min.  Marbles  Group the metric topics and label common themes. 

Themes are measures and notecards are metrics. 

 

1 min. John Transition  Split the larger group in half 

 ONE SHEET PER GROUP 

 

5 min. Wendi Create 

metrics 
 Transfer measure and respective metrics to the 

appropriate location on the scorecards 

 Use the examples on the scorecard to assist 

transferring to the scorecard. 

Groups of 

2 or 3 

Activity 

5 min. John  Developing 

targets 
 A metric can have a target %, number, deadline, 

etc., look through a standards based approach  
(below, approach, meets, & exceeds ratings assign 1-4 pts).  

 Assign values to targets & indicators/percent 

IMPORTANT REMINDER TRIGGERS 

Direct – 

use sheets 

examples 

3 min. John  TrackVia 

Intro 

TrackVia data warehouse  

 Distribute NSHS Scorecard 

 Show how it can track over time 

 It does not do the reporting, but houses it 

Direct 

2 min. Wendi  Interventions What good is the data if we do not use it?   

 Input student interventions and put on scorecard 

Direct 

1 min. Wendi Summary Review session objectives Direct 

2 min. John Closing Inspire the audience to work together to create one 

report that captures Somerset and student growth 

Direct 

37 min. Total    

 


